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A
A P P E N D I X

a.1 additional information on various data sets

The data sets that have been used in the thesis can be downloaded from
the following locations:
BC - PPI is available from http://www2.informatik.hu-berlin.de/

~hakenber/

LLL is available from http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/texte/LLLchallenge/

Representation Parser Data set #examples #pos direction

paths LinkParser LLL (train) 618 153 asymmetric

paths LinkParser LLL (test) 476 unknown asymmetric

paths Stanford BC-PPI 664 250 mixed

paths Stanford AImed 3763 922 symmetric

paths Enju AImed 5272 918 symmetric

level-based LinkParser LLL (train) 909 165 asymmetric

level-based Minipar AImed 5106 1006 symmetric

Table 51: Statistics of the biomedical data sets

a.2 parsers

The parsers that have been studied in this thesis are freely downloadable
from the following locations.

Minipar is available from http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/$\sim$lindek/

minipar.htm

The Charniak’s parser is available from ftp://ftp.cs.brown.edu/pub/

nlparser/

The Stanford parser is available from http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/

lex-parser.shtml#Download

The Enju parser is available from http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.

ac.jp/enju/

a.3 an example from the evaluation exercise in chapter 7

description
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182 appendix

This task is concerned with a validation of Product - Producer relation.
For each pair of concepts, please select one of four possible answers:

• yes (you’re sure that X and Y can be related)

• maybe (you’re inclined to claim X and Y can be related but you are
less confident)

• no (X and Y definitely can’t be in a given relationship)

• don’t know (you don’t know it)

If you don’t understand a concept or need more detailed explanation
on what it means, click on it and it will appear in a pop-up window.
Please mind the direction (e.g., in the Product - Producer examples, the
first concept refers to Product and the second to Producer). Once all
fields are filled in, push the button “Send” (once) to submit your results
for this particular relation type.

definition

Product - Producer(X,Y) is true if and only if:
according to common sense, X can be a product of Y or, Y can produce

X. Here X is the product and Y is the producer. the producer should be
actively involved in the process of bringing the product into existence
and not just serve as a raw material. the product can be any concrete or
abstract object.


